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ABSTRACT
More then forty years after the creation of the first online messag-
ing board, the quality of online discussion culture remains a topic of
significant scientific and public debate. Social media platforms have
struggled to maintain a free marketplace of ideas while addressing
issues such as censorship, propaganda, and misinformation. Tra-
ditional methods of content moderation have been ineffective in
addressing these issues with incivility in online discussions remain-
ing a major concern. In an effort to address the ongoing challenges
facing online discussion culture, we have developed a browser ex-
tension called Reddit Insights, designed to improve discourse quality
through design interventions. The extension provides context to
user profiles by aggregating information from past commenting
behavior. Results from a small-scale qualitative assessment with 9
users indicate that the extension helped users contextualize posts,
identify implicit political tendencies and decide with whom to in-
teract and choose in which discussions to engage more wisely.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→ Empirical studies in HCI;
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1 INTRODUCTION
More then forty years after the creation of the first online messag-
ing board, the quality of online discussion culture remains a topic
of significant scientific and public debate [5]. Despite efforts of
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major social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter, main-
taining a free marketplace of ideas while addressing issues such as
censorship, propaganda, and misinformation has shown itself to
be a challenging task. Traditional methods of content moderation
have proven ineffective in keeping this delicate balance. Politically
charged environments exacerbate this problem, as one side may
perceive themselves as victims of unfair moderation policies and
user agreements. Social media sites have become gatekeepers of
information, and even soft moderation techniques, such as reducing
the reach of posts classified as misinformation, can have significant
effects [21]. Furthermore, the inherent lack of transparency in mod-
eration decisions has led to an uncanny feeling for many users that
the content they see has already been approved by a third party
and deemed appropriate for them [23].

In addition to issues related to informational content, the general
incivility of many online discussions is another major concern for
content moderation [16]. Traditional content moderation methods
primarily focus on addressing rude behavior after it has occurred,
while major platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit have
yet to implement design features that encourage civil behavior
before the fact. One exception from this is YouTube, which recently
has launched a feature called "Profile Cards", which quickly allows
users to see another commentator’s most recent comments as well
as their channel subscriptions [13]. While all of the aforementioned
platforms emphasize the importance of civil discussion in their user
agreements, these guidelines are only rarely read by the average
user [14].

To address the ongoing challenges facing online discussion cul-
ture, we have developed Reddit Insights, a browser extension de-
signed to improve user engagement and behavior. The extension
provides context to Reddit user profiles by aggregating information
from past posting behavior. When a Reddit Insights user encounters
another user on Reddit, the extension automatically displays the
subreddits the other user is most active in and visually indicates if
the other poster has a history of writing rude or discourteous posts.

Reddit Insights adds to existing HCI research by offering a novel
design approach relying on past user behavior for contextualization.
Compared to previous contributions, we expand the analysis by fo-
cusing on social signals beyond toxicity and providing participants
with detailed social context about their counterparts [9]. Addition-
ally, by focusing on Reddit instead of Twitter, we can examine the
effects on a finer scale as discussions are generally longer and allow
for more deliberation. While the plugin is currently only working
on Reddit, our architecture shown is scalable and allows for exten-
sion. The concept could thus be modified for future research on
different platforms.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3544549.3585671
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Figure 1: Anecdotal Example of a Reddit User Checking Other Users’ Comment History to Identify Uncivil Behavior [12]

In this late-breaking work, we present the results of a small-scale
qualitative assessment of the prototype with 9 users. Study partici-
pants reported that the extension helped them contextualize posts,
identify implicit political tendencies, and distinguish between edgy
humor and problematic mindsets. Users furthermore reported that
the extension helped them decide with whom to interact and choose
in which discussions to engage more wisely. They also reported
a perceived better understanding of other users’ credibility when
discussing more complex topics requiring in-depth knowledge and
found it easier to cope with aggressive behavior after discovering
similar behavior by the same user in the past.

While these results require further analysis through a quantita-
tive study, the qualitative results are promising. By implementing
the design features shown here into individual websites, many of
the core content moderation issues social media sites are currently
facing could be mitigated, in some cases even before they arise.

2 CONCEPT AND PROTOTYPE
Our concept builds on social signaling theory [20]. According to
social signaling theory, people use cues such as education, job expe-
rience, or status symbols to signal that they are reliable cooperation
partners in situations of information asymmetry [20]. Similar cues
also exist in the online space such as the number of friends an
account has [22]. Users can utilize these cues as indicators about
another user’s past behavior, which might influence their opinion
about them [24] and consequently their willingness to trust and
interact with them.

Our approach aims to generate valuable social signals by an-
alyzing data of past user behavior and aggregating it into useful
and easy-to-understand interface cues. This approach is similar to
existing user behavior on Reddit, as the anecdotal example provided
in Figure 1 shows, but automates an otherwise tedious and manual
process.

With the the generated cues, we aim to improve the social signals
available to people in online discussion. We decided to use the most
frequented subreddits, civility of language, and general account
information as fitting signals. These cues rely only on data that
is readily available for any operator of online discussion forums
and social network platforms and thus ensures a broad potential
application of the presented approach. An additional advantage
is that these cues can be generated without the need for users to
provide additional information about them (e.g. profile pictures)
and can thus be implemented in a privacy preserving way.

2.1 User Interface
With the installed browser extension, every post and comment on
Reddit is augmented by a series of different tags, generated based on
the respective users past behavior on the platform. Figure 2 shows
the interface injected by the browser extension and the examples
of different types of tags.
User profiles are contextualized with three different types of tags:

(1) Behavioral tags display an analysis of users’ past behavior.
We generate this information by analyzing a user’s 250 most recent
posts and comments with the machine learning based Perspective
API to detect anti-normative behaviors such as toxicity, insults, or
identity attacks [2]. Each behavioral tag displays an associated score
and respective color-coding for easy identification. For example, if a
comment has a toxicity score of 80%, then 8 out of 10 people would
argue that a comment contains "rude, disrespectful, or inappropriate”
parts and “is likely to make people leave a discussion” [3]. Participants
were able to click on a user’s behavioral tags to see the individual
comment responsible for the rating.

(2) Interest tags contextualize users interest by displaying their
most active subreddits and how often they contributed to them
within their last 250 comments and submissions.

(3) Activity tags provide information about a users platform
contributions. They show their overall number of posts and com-
ments as well as their mean rating, calculated from upvotes and
downvotes.

At the beginning of the study, each participant received a detailed
briefing on how to use the extension. Throughout the study, partic-
ipants could view detailed explanations of the individual scores by
clicking on the extension icon in their browser’s address bar.

2.2 Implementation
We implemented the proposed system as a browser extension for
Chrome. We selected Reddit as empirical contextas it is the 9th
largest website by traffic [19], offers a plethora of different topic-
specific subreddits, and has an easily accessible API. Due to the
non-availability of browser extensions for both Android and iOS,
our prototype was built as a desktop browser extension. This allows
for low entry barrier, seamless integration and has been a popular
in past HCI research [1, 4, 10].
Figure 3 shows the software architecture of the developed prototype.
We decoupled the prototype into 5 subsystems in two environments,
namely the user’s Web Browser and the Cloud Environment where
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Figure 2: User Interface and Examples of Different Types of Tags

our backend services are deployed. From the user’s perspective, the
Browser Extension adds the described tags to each post and comment
on the discussion platform, i.e. Reddit. Whenever a post or comment
is viewed, the Browser Extension requests the required data via the
API Gateway, implemented with NodeJS. If data for the respective
user is not cached in the MongoDB database, the profile and past
posts and comments of said user are requested via the Pushshift
API. The acquired data is then analyzed using Perspective API and
the results are stored in MongoDB. This architecture allows for
the possibility to integrate different platforms in the future, while
providing fast and scalable load times. In first test we achieved 1-3
second load times for the ad-hoc generation and display of labels.

3 METHOD
We evaluated the developed prototype in a qualitative study (N=9)
following a technology probe approach [11]. We distributed the
browser extension to 12 frequent users of Reddit. After using the
Reddit with the extension we invited them back to semi-structured
interviews to elicit qualitative insights about their experiences.

3.1 Sample
Following the 10±2 rule [8] we recruited 12 participants at our
university out of which 9 completed the entire study. We made sure
to admit only participants who stated that they "regularly" used
Reddit. Participants were between 19 and 34 years old. Two (22%)
participants identified as female and seven (78%) as male. Those
demographics are representative of the Reddit userbase [15].

3.2 Study Design
We asked participants to install the developed browser extension
on their desktop devices and use Reddit as they would normally do
over a period about two weeks. To maintain users’ privacy we only
tracked usage time during the study. After completion of the study,
we invited participants to a semi-structured interview, conducted
online via Zoom, to examine their experiences and collect feedback.
All interviews were recorded and transcribed for further analysis.
We used thematic analysis, combining deductive and inductive

coding, as proposed by Fereday and Muir-Cochrane [6], to analyze
the interviews. Theory-driven codes were added based on Friess
and Eilders framework for online deliberation [7]. Finally, we asked
participants to rate their experience using the User Experience
Questionnaire (UEQ) [17, 18].

4 RESULTS
Participants installed and used the browser extension over a pe-
riod of 11 to 19 days (mean 14.8). Over this period usage time
ranged from 15 to 259 minutes (mean 79 minutes). Study partici-
pants reported improved contextualization of posts, identification
of implicit political tendencies, and that the extension helped them
decide with whom to interact and choose in which discussions
to engage more wisely. Participants also reported a better under-
standing of other users’ credibility when discussing more complex
topics requiring in-depth knowledge and found it easier to cope
with aggressive behavior after discovering similar behavior by the
same user in the past.

4.1 User Experience and Overall Perception
Overall, the prototype was well accepted. Several participants stated
that the intended to continue using the extension. This positive
experience is also reflected in the UEQ ratings presented in Table
1. Scores for each UEQ dimension range from -3 to 3, with higher
scores relating to a better user experience with regards to the con-
sidered dimension. Scores between -0.8 and 0.8 can be interpreted
as neutral, scores > 0.8 as positive [18]. Following the benchmark
established by Schrepp et al. the scores for the Attractiveness, Per-
spicuity, Stimulation, and Novelty dimensions even rank in the top
25 percentile [18].

4.2 Effects of the Intervention Mechanisms
4.2.1 Less Interaction With Uncivil Users. Several users reported
that the contextualization of comments through interest tags changed
their own posting behavior. One user reported specifically avoiding
interacting with the creator of an uncivil post who wrote an uncivil
comment and noted that "Usually I would have engaged and said
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Figure 3: Software Architecture and Subsystems

something, ’Oh, you’re an idiot’, or something toxic myself. But this
person had toxicity and insult flags. So I didn’t engage at all. I just
reported the comment to the mods and they deleted it." (User 7). The
same user noted that they "started avoiding people that were active
[...] in radical or sexist subs" Another user reported that "if I see the
behavioral tags, and they have bad behavior, I’m not going to start
that discussion [...] That definitely changed my behavior and makes
me think it made me comment less to be honest." (User 5).

4.2.2 Improved Credibility Assessment. Participants also stated that
in some cases they would ascribe higher or lower credibility to other
poster’s contributions. One user reported that "if I see someone post-
ing something in the motorcycle subreddit and I see he’s also in another
more technical subreddit it might make him more trustworthy" (User
9). Others reported similar experiences for the topics of personal
finance as well as history and politics.

4.2.3 Increased Humanization. Another common theme was that
users remained aware that the other users were after all humans on
the other side of the keyboard. Users stated they felt like anonymity
was decreased and that the extension made them see other com-
mentators more as individuals. One user said that the information
gave them "more a feeling that this is a real person somehow. Maybe
you even have some common interest that you wouldn’t have thought,
but might make people even more empathetic to you." (User 9). Fur-
thermore users reported that the plugin helped them to rely less
on first impressions and make the person behind the post more
differentiated than just based on what they wrote.

4.2.4 Increased Self-Reflection. Furthermore, we saw increased
self-reflection among users about their own posting habits. While
the plugin does not directly display a users’ ownmetrics, by visiting
their own profile or just revisiting a comment thread they already
interacted with, users can still see their own metrics. One user
specifically reflected about how the extension made them "think

twice about what do people actually say. You know, internet language
is so different than language you would use everyday. It’s so much
more informal to describe it nicely, let’s say. So it was highlighting
that again for me." (User 4).

Table 1: User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) Scores (N=9)

Dimension Score Benchmark

Attractiveness 1.74 Good (top 25%)
Perspicuity 1.81 Good (top 25%)
Efficiency 1.33 Above Average (top 50%)
Dependability 0.89 Below Average (top 75%)
Stimulation 1.56 Good (top 25%)
Novelty 1.39 Good (top 25%)

4.3 Concerns
Study participants also voiced several concerns regarding the browser
extension and the intervention mechanisms utilized within. One
concern was that "there will be more bubbles" (User 7), with people
actively avoiding users from groups they do not identify with. None
of the study participants stated that they might actively search for
users outside their bubble to challenge their own opinions. Fur-
thermore, one user was concerned that the extension "could lead to
people judging other Reddit users more based on their interest tags,
especially. Because sometimes even without the plugin, I can see peo-
ple going through a Reddit comment or a history of posts before they
comment and then judge them based on their history. And if it’s so
readily accessible [...] it could lead to more people judging your history
or your interests." (User 5).

5 DISCUSSION
In our study we evaluated a browser extension aimed at improving
online discussion quality by contextualizing user profiles with data
from previous contributions. Users self-reported substantial effects
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on their own behavior, including increased recognition of other
users as individuals, improved credibility, higher self-reflection and
an avoidance of interactions with users expressing themselves in
an uncivil way in the past. Study participants generally reported
a good user experience, however also criticized the sometimes
low dependability of the generated behavioral scores based on
Perspective API.

Overall the results show the potential of interface design in-
terventions for civil online discourse. While modern platforms
currently mainly rely on ex post content moderation mechanisms,
the here presented approach could enable users themselves to make
more informed and consequently more satisfying decisions when
browsing discussion forums. With anonymity having been pre-
viously identified as a key driver for incivility, this kind of inter-
vention could be a privacy-preserving and transparent method
combating heightened incivility by increasing the awareness for
the human on the other side of the keyboard. Another possible use
case for the presented intervention mechanisms could be mediating
negative effects on victims of online abuse. Providing contextualiza-
tion to those affected might help them by either showing general
aggressiveness of the perpetrator or help them to avoid potentially
abusive users entirely.

The study also shows that descriptive statistics, while sometimes
being less informative, also have a key credibility advantage. While
Perspective API is a powerful tool to detect incivility, it fails to
adapt to text features such as quotes and cannot distinguish reliably
between someone quoting an insult and someone actually insult-
ing another user. This unreliable detection lowered the perceived
reliability of the tool when users, upon checking the comment
responsible for the low score, sometimes found that they did not
perceive the comment as offensive themselves. For example, "What
I noticed is that sometimes users would get a toxicity label, but when
I looked at the comments, I wouldn’t have classified those comments
as toxic. Sometimes there were curse words but people were not really
targeting other users or something." (User 9).

While the extension offered a very transparent option to check
the classification, users, despite understanding the limitations, put
significant faith into the provided scores "When you click on [toxicity
labels], there are posts that they get the data from actually. Sometimes
when I click my profile, or other people profile, I see a post and I
see no toxicity. So maybe I’m toxic. But I only say that, for example,
my friends cooking is really shitty. So that’s why they they kind of
increase my toxicity score. I don’t know if it’s really toxic or not. [...] I
know my rates are not very high. But even though I see 20 percent I
feel like "Oh, my God, why? What did I do?"" (User 6). The results
indicate that one needs to be especially careful when using such
tools and either make similarly black-boxed classification processes
completely transparent or consider cutting them completely for the
sake of user trust.

5.1 Limitations and Future Work
This paper presented results from a small qualitative evaluation.
The small number of participants (N=9), the short study duration
between 11 and 19 days, and data-collection through self-reporting
by the users to determine possible intervention effects naturally
limit the generalizability of the findings.

While participants reported that they were considerably influ-
enced by the presented cues, future experimental evaluation to
test quantitatively whether user behavior is affected by the inter-
vention is needed. With the low reliability of Perspective API for
individual online comment classifications, we recommend to not
use Perspective API for such use cases in the future but instead
either an alternative model or to consider removing behavioral
scoring completely, as results indicate that users found the purely
descriptive interest and activity tags similarly helpful and more
reliable.

Before deploying the application at scale, we also need to discuss
ethical considerations of the presented intervention mechanisms.
Multiple participants were concerned about the extension being
used to judge other users comments’ mainly based on their tags.
While the extension itself only aggregated publicly available in-
formation, the simplicity and availability of it play a significant
role. One possible solution to mitigate this issue might be the ad-
dition of an additional layer for interested users to go through,
for example, by only displaying the information on the click of
a button. This could lead to a more targeted application by users
only in cases where they would specifically like to decrease the
information asymmetry.

Another potential ethical issue of the extension is the implicit
promotion of bubble-think and potential general avoidance of users
showing undesired traits. Tags generated by the extension simplify
making predictions about another users gender, sexuality or po-
litical affiliation that otherwise would not have been obvious. By
always displaying these traits in unrelated online spaces and not
allowing others to hide them when desired, it would be easy for
individuals to harass others just based on their related interests.

Additionally, there may be ethical concerns related to the utiliza-
tion of Perspective API for processing data of other Reddit users.
While the strictly descriptive interest and activity tags only show
aggregated public data, behavioral tag scores generated by Per-
spective API represent not a neutral value but one inferred by the
underlying model. Potential ways to handle this issue in the fu-
ture include only analyzing accounts of users that are using the
extension themselves, more clearly notifying participants of the
underlying bias or dropping such non-descriptive behavioral tags
completely.

It should also be noted that none of the study participants stated
that they were actively searching for users with cues indicating
opposing views in order to challenge their own beliefs. The question
of whether this is representative or just due to the small sample
size is another promising avenue for future work.

5.2 Conclusion
Due to the combination of Reddit as platform, its scaleability and
overall attractiveness to users, the browser extension presented
herein opens up many paths for innovative HCI research. All pre-
viously theorized effects were preliminary confirmed within the
scope of the qualitative study, with the tool design allowing for
a large scale quantitative verification of the results in the future.
Furthermore, this approach could include exploring more complex
scenarios that present users with more varied and detailed infor-
mation.
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